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1. ________ links only allow data flow in one direction.

     	      half-duplex

     	--->> simplex

     	      single-duplex

     	      full-duplex

2. The ________ of a bus controls the number of bits that can be transmitted at 
onetime.

     	      volume

     	      length

     	--->> width

     	      perimeter

3. One major drawback of_________ arrangement is that if the hub fails, the entire 
network will go down.

     	--->> star

     	      bus

     	      ring

     	      tree

4. __________ management deals with such issues as logging on and protection of the 
network from external attack from intruders or unauthorised users.

     	      Fault

     	      Configutarion

     	      Performance

     	--->> Security

5. The most apparent symptom of a malfunctioning gateway is that a ________ is 
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missing.

     	      pulse

     	      link

     	      signal

     	--->> node

6. To simplify all the code that we write, we define our own ___________ functions for 
most of the system functions that we call throughout the text.

     	      syntax

     	      line

     	--->> wrapper

     	      calls

7. The ____________ layer creates and recognizes frame boundaries.

     	      physical

     	      network

     	--->> data link

     	      presentation

8. A network device functioning only in physical layer is called _________

     	      switch

     	--->> repeater

     	      bridge

     	      gateway

9. The simplest technique for a concurrent server is to call the __________ , creating 
one child process for each client.

     	--->> fork function

     	      call function

     	      main function
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     	      url function

10. Each entry in a ________ table provides information, including the ultimate 
destination, the next hop on the way to that destination, and a metric.

     	      Fragmentation Field

     	      IP Header Length (HL)

     	--->> Routing Information Protocol (RIP)

     	      Version
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